RyteScape

Thermally Modified Premium Wood Fence System

Light Weight
High Strength
Sustainable Material

Zero Toxicity
Dimensionally Stable
Outdoor Durability

IT'S CLEAN. IT'S GREEN. IT'S ECOPREM.

EcoPrem

(260) 337-0338 • www.ecovantagewood.com
RyteScape Premium Wood Fence System

There is nothing quite like a real wood fence, especially since fences make for great neighbors! The problem is how to maintain that great wood look. As we all know, it doesn’t take long before we start the cycle of cleaning followed by all that staining and then just when you think you have it, you start finding rot and decay.

With RyteScape Fences, you can stop that cycle and have the warm look of a real wood fence. Long ago the Vikings learned to overcome this problem by treating the wood with fire, which in turn made it more resistant to the weather.

Since the days of the Vikings we have learned to improve upon the process by using modern equipment and techniques. The modern version of this ancient process is called EcoPrem™. Today we use a combination of heat and steam to modify natural wood. This modification creates a high quality premium wood that is decay, rot, insect and mold resistant. This patented process turns natural wood into a low maintenance, weather resistant product.

EcoVantage takes their EcoPrem Premium Wood material, shapes and cuts it into the RyteScape Fence System. Creating one of the most exciting and beautiful Fence Systems in the market.

Key Features of RyteScape Fencing
- Light Weight
- High Strength
- Sustainable Material
- Zero Toxicity
- Dimensionally Stable
- Outdoor Durability
- Long Term Warranty

RyteScape Fence System can be installed in a variety of styles and designs and few of those designs are as follows:

Solid Privacy | Shadow Box
Open Picket | Closed Picket

30 Year Limited Material Warranty is available for all RyteScape™ Fence products

Created from sustainably sourced wood!
Because it is so stable, it is exceptionally easy to maintain, saving both environmental and financial costs!

Call today and learn how you can benefit from having a RyteScape Fence System!